
Ready! Check! Clear! 
GAME PIECES 

Game board  

Deck of 37 Passenger Cards  

Human Pieces  

Air- Steward  

Air-Steward Counter  

Score Board  



 

OBJECTIVE OF THE GAME 
Player has to clear away as many row of seats as possible using the pattern they get from by looking at the 

“customer card”. Player has to use the “Human pieces” to form the pattern before 

the steward comes and clear the customer away. 

RULES 
1: At the start of the game shuffle the Deck of cards or know as the “passenger” cards. 

 

2: After shuffling the deck, place the Deck of cards at the top of the “walking zone”. 

 

3: Player then has to draw 4 cards and places them on the “walking zone”. 

 

4: During each turn player have to pick one of the 4 cards to determine what type of pattern 

Human Pieces to place onto the seats. 

   



5: After every card remove, player have to draw one more card again and place onto the “walking 
zone”.  

A.    B.    

6: For every card picked it is consider as 1 turn. 

7:  At the end of each turn player have to turn over one of the steward counter. 

  

8: After all the 5 counters max, player has to place the Steward at the top of the row. 

                     *Player has to wait a turn to start the steward.* 

 

9: When the Steward is on the field player have to move the steward to clear the rows each turn. 

    

After the stewards finish all the rows, player has to restart the steward 
counter for the steward to be placed onto the field again. 

10: * Steward will only clear away rolls that are full. * 

 

 

 



11: At the end of every turn, player has to close one of the anger counters on the customer deck.  

 

12: Each customer card consists of different anger counts.  

 

13: Player only has 3 chances of losing customers. Once either of the cards on the “walking zone” 
reaches its max anger count, player loses one chance. 

15: Player is allowed to “pass”, however it is counted as a turn and player have to close one of the 
anger counts on the customer deck. 

*Steward will continue to clear one row if it is on the field* 

16: Every row that is clear player has to count the score by the numbers of same color cleared in 
the row. 

 

 *Example of the score for this is 6 points for clearing this row.*  

17: Player has to use the Score Board to keep track of the score. 

 

18: The game ends when all the cards are used up. 

 


